Brand Guidelines

©2018 ETS Corporation. All rights reserved.
ETS® and EMoney® are either registered trademarks or trademarks of ETS Corporation in the United States and/or other countries.

Usage: Please use only approved ETS logo(s) artwork as provided for all advertising, marketing collateral, or website that references your connection with ETS. The logo(s) must always be used pursuant to the color specifications displayed below. Any use that falls outside of these specifications is strictly prohibited.

Spelling: In text, EMoney is always written as a single word with uppercase E and M with the entire word italicized.

Color: The ETS and EMoney icon and wordmark appear only in blue or white-no other colors. The approved blue color is coated pantone # 289c. The .com approved orange color is coated pantone # 165c.

Distortion: Always display the logo in exactly the same proportions as its original form. Do not stretch or skew the logo, change the logo's orientation, or change the size and position relationship between the icon and wordmark in any way.

Square logo usage: The EMoney square logo should be only used in situations where the standard logo with typography cannot work or would be better recognized for mobile on as an accepted form of payment.

Clear space: Always maintain clear space so that no other type or graphical elements infringe on the ETS or EMoney logo and word mark.

Embroidery: Do not add the © Registration Mark when using the ETS or EMoney logo on embroidered items such as polo shirts, hats, etc. Digitize via the provided logos without the registered mark:

EMoney Standard Logo with Corporate Typography
EPS • PNG

EMoney.com on white
EPS • PNG

ETS Typography
EPS • PNG

Electronic Transaction Systems Corporation
20135 Lakeview Center, Fourth Floor. Ashburn, VA 20147 U.S.A
800-834-7790 • info@etsms.com • etsms.com

Can't find what you're looking for? Contact us.